What is offered by Abrahamic faiths as the evidence for them taking
on their assumed/alleged supremacy (authority) over various humans
in general for the last several centuries, including now? Also, what is
it, for the most part, that they have been claiming, put in brief terms?
Christianity claims that Jesus of Nazareth rose from the dead after being
executed by the direction of Roman officials. Upon that claim they lay out
a slew of additional claims, such as a Day of Pentecost (Christian Pentecost
having occurred); Jesus' ascension into heaven after appearing to his disciples after he rose; various things about Paul and his journeys, including him
experiencing a miraculous conversion (even though the author of Acts likely embellished the real story of Paul's conversion; as Paul never really went
into any detail about that in his epistles—all while Paul, to this point, seems
to have sincerely believed that Jesus rose from the dead); and on and on...
The evidence: Production of the books included in the New Testament all
claim that Jesus rose from the dead, etc; Paul became the leading theologian
of all of this, explaining several difficulties like how a transition of the Testaments (Covenants) would have worked; a core group of 500 followers of
Jesus who apparently continued on with Jesus' disciples after he had died,
which disciples must have announced to that 500 that Jesus rose—500 that
must have later taken on a key role in propagation endeavors by routinely
being referred to as witnesses of Jesus being alive again after he died, which
was likely an embellishment told to Paul by certain leading disciples, which
was why Paul mentioned it in 1 Corinthians 15 while attempting to systematically lay out the evidence that Christian evangelists were to rely on as their
basis/authority for preaching that Jesus rose so they could enlist supporters.
Judaism claims that the Books of Moses were authored by Moses; that the
Creation story in Genesis is really how the world came to be; also that a miraculous Jewish Exodus from Egypt truly occurred. Everything else stems
from those basics, also from the stories of Abraham and his lineal successors.
The evidence: Mainly just Jewish “sacred” texts alone. Some religion sympathizing archaeologists have gone to the Middle East to help substantiate that
all of the Bible's stores are about real events; yet they haven't succeeded since
most were clever fiction. For an even greater part of what Christians call the
Old Testament (Jewish scriptures) is fiction than what's in the New Testament.
Islam bases its practices and beliefs on directives in the Quran, which religion
seems to have been originally formed as a way for many Middle Easterners
(who weren't Jews or Christians) to have their own faith version to practice—
something that this religion's original ethnic group could better identify with
and mold in a way that would better suite them. It's also authoritarian, just like
Judaism and Christianity, and relies on many of the same early faith stories.
The evidence: Muhammad's Mecca/Medina exist; yet that isn't not much. The
Quran is derelict at urging nonviolence; does the opposite in its political quest.

